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GOING
LIVE

Guests see these high accuracy
counting robots in action in
Musgrave’s freezer.

At the recent World Chain Stores (WCS) User Group event guests – including retailers John Lewis
and Nisa – were invited to see how Ireland’s leading food retailer Musgrave is implementing the
new CSnx system and find out about the new ‘disruptive’ technologies it opens them up to. Kirsty
Adams reports.

T

wo years ago, I attended the WCS User Group
event in Dublin, where Joshila Makan, CEO
of WCS, asked her retail customers, who will
jump first? WCS users, some of whom have been
operating the existing WCS WMS for over twenty
years, are due an upgrade to CSnx, its new webbased system. It was Ireland’s leading food retail
and wholesale company, Musgrave Retail Partners
(MRP, which includes brands SuperValu and Centra)
that decided to ‘jump first.’
MRG is a retail giant – it feeds one in three
people in Ireland. Its supply chain is its competitive
advantage, according to supply chain director Eoin
Butler, who shared his desire to protect it with
attendees. Listening to Eoin in the company’s home
town of Cork at this year’s, I saw why it made sense
that MRG went first. They have the resource and all
their transport systems are still in-house. Eoin admits
that technology hasn’t transformed how they do
business yet, but it will, and they’re getting ready.
He’s expecting online sales to increase by 34-fold in
the next five years and is also preparing for Brexit.
The CSnx Warehouse Management Solution is
a web-based and platform-independent WMS
which has been developed and enhanced over
more than thirty years and supports complex
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distribution operations.
I was introduced to the MRG team of people
charged with rolling it out, who shared the highs,
the lows and the ‘yet-to-comes’ behind the project.
It went live just five weeks prior to the User Group
event, and (at time of writing) was live in Hypercare
Phase in its Allied Foods frozen warehouse. The old
system is due to be turned off in 2019.

CONSOLIDATED PICKING
Ten minutes in the Allied Foods freezer at -25 degrees
was appropriate preparation for the technical
presentations on the implementation which ensued.
Musgrave’s Kilcock Depot manager Ray Peelo turned
the tech-talk into warehouse-speak for SHD Logistics,
sharing some of the things that he was excited about
being delivered by CSnx:
“Consolidated picking is huge for us. In our
ambient depots, we have fast moving volume and
slow moving volume. Naturally, slow moving volume
generates smaller orders and we move some of those
from Kilcock to Cork daily. If we can pick multiple
orders in one cage, we can save travel time and take
fleet off the road too. This is something we’re really
excited about.”
“With the new corporate layer we’ll go from having

two databases (chill and ambient at the moment)
to one which allows us to move order and product
around. So, for example, if you take the next two
months of our business, chill is reasonably quiet across
November and into first week of December. Our
ambient network is absolutely heaving, so if we go to
one database we can take a promotional line out of
ambient and pick it through our chill network to take
the pressure off ambient, that’s just an example, of
the things we can do.”
“We believe by the end of the roll out, we’ll have
the platform for the next phases, which in our eyes
is automation.”
Ray also told SHD Logistics of other benefits
including ease of navigation, the function to control
data from the front-end and better analytics to help
predict and forecast.

NISA FEEDBACK
So Musgrave said yes to the upgrade, but client Nisa
hasn’t yet. I spoke to the guests from Nisa, Peter
Walker and Simon Buckley, to find out if/when they
plan to take the next step? “We know the existing
WCS product we’re using is effectively end-of-life,
so we know we have to upgrade,” said Peter. “ In
some ways it’s good for us not to be leading edge, not
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DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES –
WHAT TO LOOK OUT FOR
Professor Daryl Fisher presented to guests, and provided some insight on ‘What to look out for’ in terms
of future trends. He shared how Rolls Royce is leading the way on autonomous containerships and will
start trials in Norway next year.
Drones are starting to be used in the supply chain for delivery and yard/warehouse inventory. He
expects that in the future they will be used for moving product, picking of product and replenishment of
slow moving products (see our interview on p40 on how Musgrave are already using Drones inside their
warehouse.)
The Professor shared who is trialling Blockchain pilot projects: Walmart and IBM on food traceability;
IBM and Maersk on shipping container tracking and Provenance developed Tuna Tracking in Indonesia.
wanting to sound brutal towards the Musgrave guys,
but it will be a different product when it’s our turn
to implement it in 18 months time. These [Mugrave]
guys would have got rid of all the snagging jobs. It
will be interesting to see how they get on with it from
next April…”
“ The real time will definitely benefit us,” adds
Simon, “ no end-of-day processing – that’s excellent
for us. “

NAVIGATING DISRUPTION
As well as learning about Musgrave’s journey, guests
were invited to learn about new technology and
trends from experts including John Lewis’ (JLP) John
Munnelly who talked about the JLP journey. Munnelly
told us how 37% of its capital expenditure was spent
on IT in the last financial year and how it expects its
customers to be 50% online and 50% store based
by 2020.
John set the tone for the day, which included
a number of presentations on new disruptive
technologies. First up was Landon Davies who told
retail guests about his company Optricity’s new
Conductor system – a slotting solution. Landon
claimed that the Conductor could reduce operational
costs by replenishing according to a pre-determined,
globally optimised slotting map, where productivity

is continuously improved, and optimal slotting is
maintained without the outside aid of off-selection
operation support. Key, was that all moves sent from
the Conductor to the WMS are moves that are woven
into the everyday workflow providing the continuous
operational state required for the warehouse to
perform at the highest level of efficiency and
productivity possible.
Nisa described Optricity as the most innovative
technology it had seen on the trip:
“ Most useful I think,” said Peter, “ was the Optricity
demo, with the dynamic slot moving. We have about
10,000 ambient SKUS, and about 3,500 chilled and
1,500 frozen, and our ambient warehouse is often
full to capacity, which gives us a problem in terms of
wanting to do relaying of the slots, meeting different
peaks and trends. 40% of our product range is
on promotion at any one time, and it’s constantly
changing, so the Optricity thing, I thought, was quite
cool because it would automatically monitor your
warehouse, and organically feed in slot moves, so
you don’t have to go in with a task and move the
slot yourself. It does the calculation for you then it
organically triggers the slot moves into the warehouse
system. Rather than doing the work twice they can
just throw the data at it and it can effectively tag it up
over a period of time.”

CUSTOMER PROMISES
wigroup connects customers to stores and enables
brand-direct deliveries with a network of ‘jobbers’
and last mile delivery networks. Bevan Ducasse,
company founder and CEO, told us that over
$400 million transactions have been made over
the wiCodeplatform in South Africa alone. Bevan
explained how the company are committed to
one hour deliveries. A poll at the end of Bevan’s
presentation, which asked guests, ‘ Do you believe
under an hour last mile delivery to customers is
going to be a major trend in the next five years?’
came back with 38% agreeing that it ‘certainly
will’ with the remaining 62% less certain.
Darragh Fanning, managing director at Celtech
Software Group, focused on Real Time, the
customer journey and ‘one version of the truth’
that everyone can depend upon which will enable
more trust between the customer and the retailer
because they don’t let them down. All the data
in one place, whether their custom is online or
instore.
This event was an education. I left better
understanding how an efficient warehouse
can operate using new technology, but more
importantly, I left understanding what was
most important to the retailers who have, or
will, implement it. See p40 to understand how
Musgrave is already using drone technology which
was also demonstrated on the trip. 
www.wwchainstores.com

WCS retail customers visit Cork
to learn how Musgrave Retail
Partners has implemented CSnx.
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